Trusted and Transparent: Community Aggregation Services

More large commercial grain traders are now recognizing the market potential among smallholder farmers but from a buyer’s perspective, purchasing commodities from smallholder farmers is fraught with difficulties that make it less economically viable: Dispersed populations increase transaction costs; quantities are low and quality is often compromised by poor handling and storage. Smallholder
farmers themselves often do not know the quantity and quality requirements of the large traders, or their pricing mechanisms and without this market information, are often exploited by opportunistic intermediary market services providers who are mostly transient and
lack transparency.
In addition smallholders are very sensitive to market shocks such as that experienced in the 2016/17 market season when, due to the
combination of a bumper harvest, a global surplus and a local grain export ban, there was a general slump in demand resulting in depressed producer prices. This especially hit smallholders without any pre-agreed supply contracts. Young smallholder farmers are
much less resilient. Compared to other smallholder farmers, they have less capital, lower capacity and more limited networks, leaving
them particularly susceptible to such price shocks. Yapasa had initially viewed the soybeans market system as being undersupplied
and determined to resolve this through promoting production and supply. Soybean farming was identified as a potentially lucrative
entry point for young farmers to the enterprise of commercial agriculture. For two seasons, Yapasa supported the production of soybeans through youth inclusive outgrowing schemes. However, it became increasingly clear that without coordinated market effort,
smallholder farmers’ access to markets would remain limited. While there are many reasons behind this Yapasa identified poor linkages between smallholder producers and buyers as a critical challenge well beyond the soybean market and determined to establish
systems to bring access to markets nearer to the farmers, openly and honestly with added market information and knowledge and
support on quality requirements.

Intervention Design
In response to the challenge of limited access to markets
by smallholder farmers, the Yapasa programme developed
and implemented an intervention strategy called ‘Trusted
and Transparent: Community Aggregation Services’.
The intervention vision was that smallholder farmers have a
secure and assured market for their commodities. A number of strategies were planned with the objective of demonstrating to value chain actors that a coordinated, trusted
and transparent community-level commodity aggregation
function could increase the inclusion of smallholder producers into their supply chains while also capturing commercial
gains for all. From this demonstration it was expected that
business partners would adapt and expand the model in
subsequent seasons and other aggregators would copy the
model.
Yapasa would identify agro-processors or national commodity traders that were interested to include smallholders
in their supply chain through deploying a community aggregation model. These traders may already be implementing
such a model or be at planning stage but not yet sufficiently
convinced to proceed. Here Yapasa could assist to support
them to identify and sign-up suitable local aggregators that
were interested in establishing and managing community
level aggregation agents spread within their catchment
areas. These community level aggregators would directly
interact with the smallholder producers and their groups,
offering advice on post-harvest handling and market information like price and quality requirements embedded in
their aggregation service.

“Before we opened aggregation centre
close to the farmers, they had to go far
almost 12 kilometres to find market.
Many farmers were failing to grow because most of their money was going to
transportation. But now it’s easier for our
farmers”, Chilenga Chitamuka, a community aggregation agent under Mpongwe Bulima Organic Cooperative .

Yapasa aimed to support the partner traders to build the
operational capacity of the local aggregator businesses
where necessary. This would include conditional support
with physical resources such as motor bikes for extension,
community mobilization and enterprise management as
well as equipment like digital scales, moisture meters and
tarpaulins as well as technical trainings in commodity handling for the community level aggregation agents. Yapasa’s
support would be conditional on significant investments by
the local aggregators to establish the model.
With the community aggregation organizational structure in
place and all parties having the requisite capacities,
Yapasa would continue to support the traders and local
aggregators through handholding, mentorship and linkages
to enable market information to be passed on; commercial
relationships and trust to be developed and strengthened;
purchase offers to be made and agreed; and commodity
purchase transactions to be concluded to everyone’s satisfaction.
Yapasa expected that the above actions undertaken over
the marketing season would culminate in different levels of
aggregators developing trusted and transparent backward
and forward linkages between themselves and with the
smallholder producers and their groups.

What worked well—or didn’t
Ready Off-take market: This is ideally a national aggregator or processor with ready financial resources and
actively engaged with local aggregators through which
timely market information is given and with the flexibility
required to respond to changing market conditions.
These should be able to give purchase assurances,
ideally forward supply contracts. Early engagement with
off-takers is critical to secure forward contracts.
Adequate Liquidity: for a number of reasons smallholder
farmers usually want to sell their produce as soon as
possible in the marketing season. All the local aggregator businesses in this pilot struggled to raise sufficient
ready finance to procure grain promptly. Most financial
institutions tie crop purchase financing to forward contracts but many off-takers are reluctant to issue such
contracts especially where they had no track record with
‘new’ local aggregators. Although quicker to acquire in
one case, informal short term financing was deemed too
expensive for most businesses. Securing trade finance
late translated into late entry into the market, after much
of the produce had already been sold to opportunistic
farm gate buyers and this undermined the forming of a
trust relationship between aggregators and smallholder
producers.
The objective of establishing a co-ordinated, trusted and
transparent community aggregation function in particular
local markets was largely achieved. Wamis Agroseed in
Kabwe/Kapiri and Mpongwe Bulima Organic Cooperative
Society (MBOCS) in Mpongwe district were both aggregating soybeans and maize. In Luapula province Mule-Stus
Agro Services was aggregating dried cassava chips. In
Kasama district of Northern Province’s however, the partner,
Regitech Enterprises took a different approach, with mobile
aggregation units, and so did not fully achieve the rooted
local presence of the original intervention vision. At the intervention level efforts to partner with a number of processors
or traders were not successful because of two factors. The
operational areas of the Yapasa project were not priority
sourcing areas for them and the project facilitation offer did
not provide sufficient incentive for them to get deeply involved. However it is clear to Yapasa that the partners faced
a number of success and limiting factors that need consideration to further improve the community aggregation model.
Among the critical success factors to for successful community aggregation model are a willingness for processors and
traders to provide the market, for local aggregators to have
sufficient ready cash at their disposal for paying farmers,
and inclusion of value added services. Perhaps even more
critical are relationships founded in trust, robust and reliable
information management and flexibility.

Provision of value added services: The local aggregators that had more long term community presence and
offered other value services such as providing inputs,
market-information services, crop transport, training on
post-harvest handling and storage, formed better and
stronger commercial relationships with smallholder farmers.
Reliability and Trust: Attention to details increases operational efficiency and enhances trust and transparency.
Aggressively alert aggregators paying attention to market competitiveness build stronger relationships. Clear
examples are clearly explaining quality requirements of
the end markets, using digital equipment to avoid disputes over tampered weighing scales, checking moisture content in the presence of farmers and providing
empty grain bags to farmers as is the norm for most
aggregators.

“The model helped us to mobilize more
farmers and increase our membership.
Since we introduced the community
level aggregation centres we have increased sales by 60% and margins by
40%” Timothy Ngoma of Mpongwe Bulima Organic Cooperative

Recommendations for intending aggregators
Start your discussions with final off-takers early enough. Developing reasonable comfort that they will have a committed aggregator
takes time. However considering that even reliable larger off-takers have been known to renege on agreements despite earlier assurances, it is worth talking to a few potential off-takers to have a back-up in case one drops out. Your targeted off-taker may become a
long term partner, so it is worth cultivating a healthy relationship. It is worth asking upfront if and when such off-takers offer forward
contracts and other valued services such as training, basic equipment, negotiated transport and suitable payment terms.
Some off-takers may initially indicate their willingness to procure anywhere in the country but not give actual commitment. It is important to check the history of such off-takers operating in a particular geographic area or district to avoid disappointment at the last
moment. It is recommended to be certain and verify the quantities in demand to avoid a potential problem with over-supply, especially
with commodities like cassava where the off-taker requires a specific method of preparation that precludes sale anywhere else.
Timely liquidity is critical for the aggregator during the marketing season. If you intend to borrow trade finance, early arrangement is
critical, well before the marketing season kicks off. As with negotiating with off takers, you will do well to negotiate with a number of
potential trade financiers to avoid last minute disappointments. Note that most commercial banks will be reluctant to lend to a new
aggregator where no such lending relationship already exists. New aggregators may prefer to seek private lenders or micro-finance
lenders even if their rates are higher. Off-taker finance may also be possible if trust has been established.
Operational efficiency that enables transparency, accountability and building trust is also vital. Ensure your local aggregation centres
are well resourced with adequate staff, materials and equipment to avoid producer inconvenience. The accuracy of scales should be
frequently checked and calibrated with other measures recognized by the community. Price information should be regularly adjusted
and communicated in line with market price movements.
Consider providing a number of value added services especially where a long term operation presence is planned. These could include local transport, price information, provision of empty grain bags, supply of inputs and technical trainings covering production and
post-harvest handling.

